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Abstract

Obtaining the best performance from a parallel program involves four important steps: 1. Choice of the appropriate grainsize; 2. Balancing computational and communication load across processors; 3. Optimizing communication by minimizing inter-processor communication and overlap of communication with computation; and 4. Minimizing communication traffic on the network by topology aware mapping. In this paper, we will present a pattern language for the fourth step where we deploy topology aware mapping to minimize communication traffic on the network and optimize performance.

Bandwidth occupancy of network links by different messages at the same time leads to contention which increases message latencies. Topology aware mapping of communicating tasks on the physical processors can avoid this and improve application performance significantly.

1 Introduction

Arguably, writing parallel programs is hard. Optimizing parallel programs so that they obtain the best performance possible is even harder. There are some fundamental things which every programmer has to consider irrespective of whether the program will be run on a multi-core desktop or a large supercomputer.

Grainsize: The amount of computation a processor does before communicating with other processors should be chosen to allow maximum overlap of communication and computation while still minimizing the overhead of dividing the work.

Load Balancing: All processors should do similar amounts of work (inclusive of both computation and communication) since the time to execute a parallel program is bound by the processor with the most work.

Communication Optimization: For applications running on large machines, we should minimize inter-node communication and maximize computation-communication overlap whenever possible. This reduces the communication volume on the network i.e. the total amount of bytes transferred over the network, thereby minimizing the time for which processors are idle, waiting for messages.
Minimizing Contention: Sometimes these three steps are not enough. A fourth step is necessary to minimize contention and communication traffic. Communication traffic is quantified by the hop-bytes metric, where hop-bytes for a message is the message size times the number of hops it travels. Hop-bytes for an application is the sum of the hop-bytes of all its messages. Contention is caused by different messages sharing a network link. Topology aware mapping is a technique for reducing contention and communication traffic by placing communicating tasks on physically nearby processors.

The problem of topology aware mapping can be stated as follows: Given a object communication graph and a processor topology graph, how can we map the first graph onto the second such that most messages travel a small number of hops (links) on the network. Figure 1(a) and (b) present an irregular and regular object communication graph and Figure 1(c) presents a 4 x 4 x 2 dimension mesh (processor graph). Many of the large parallel machines today have a three-dimensional mesh or torus interconnect with large network diameters. If most messages in a program travel a large number of hops, they share the bandwidth on each link with other messages and hence suffer delays. In other words, contention for the same links on the network leads to increase in message latencies [1, 2]. Topology aware mapping of tasks or objects helps us avoid this by co-locating communicating tasks on nearby physical processors [3, 4, 5]. Reducing the total hop-bytes for an application signifies a reduction in the communication traffic on the network.

This paper presents a pattern language for topology aware mapping of parallel applications. Depending upon the communication graph of a particular application and the processor topology, the problem statement and correspondingly, the solution for mapping changes. This paper will discuss the different patterns which these problems present, set a context for them and discuss generic solutions in each case. It should be noted that solutions presented here are general techniques and specific implementations would differ depending on the nature of the specific problem.

We will mostly be discussing three-dimensional (3D) torus and mesh topologies for parallel machines for the patterns in this paper. Such topologies are commonly used in some
Figure 2: Projections overview snapshots showing a delay in phases of the fastest supercomputers on the top500 list today. IBM’s Blue Gene/L, Blue Gene/P, Cray’s XT3, XT4 and XT5 are some examples of highly scalable machines which use this topology. Topology aware mapping is an important technique for supercomputers, but is not needed for current multi-cores. However, as multi-cores get larger and more complicated, it will probably become important for them, too.

2 Motivation

OPENATOM is a fine-grained parallelization of the CPAIMD method to understand dynamics of atoms at a quantum scale [6]. Computation in OPENATOM is divided into a large number of objects, enabling scaling to tens of thousands of processors. Calculating the electrostatic

†http://top500.org/lists/2008/11
energy involves computing several terms. Hence, CPAIMD computations involve a large number of phases with high inter-processor communication. These phases are discretized into a large number of objects, which generate a lot of communication, but ensures efficient interleaving of work.

When running on 8192 processors of Blue Gene/L, it was noticed that the scaling and absolute performance are significantly lower than expected. Using the Projections performance analysis tool [7], we obtained a time profile of a particular run. Figure 2 shows the profiles for two different runs: the top one uses the default mapping and the bottom one uses a topology aware mapping. The x-axis is the timeline for one iteration and the y-axis has 63 randomly chosen processors (PE) out of the 8192. The top run has a huge white region where all processors were idle (enclosed in the red box). Using topology aware mapping of the communicating chare arrays in OPENATOM, we were able to reduce this white region. This improved the time per iteration of OPENATOM from 8.48 to 5.2 seconds. Time per iteration for an iterative algorithm determines the total time for the simulation to complete. Since we were able to nearly halve the time per iteration, a simulation which would normally take a year to complete can now be done in six months!

We studied the strong scaling (fixed problem size) performance of OPENATOM with and without topology aware mapping. Two benchmarks commonly used in the CPMD community: the minimization of WATER_32M_70Ry and WATER_256M_70Ry were used. As shown in Table 1, performance improvements from topology-aware mapping for Blue Gene/P (BG/P) can be quite significant. As the number of cores and likewise, the diameter of the torus grows, the performance impact increases until there is 51% improvement for WATER_32M_70Ry at 8192 and 50% for WATER_256M_70Ry at 16384 cores.

Improvements obtained for OPENATOM suggest that applications running on large scale parallel machines can benefit significantly from topology aware mapping if they create contention on the network. Hence application writers who intend to scale their codes to a very large number of processors would find this work quite useful.

### Table 1: Execution time per step (in secs) of OPENATOM on Blue Gene/L (CO mode)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Improvement(%)</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Improvement(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Pattern Language

The problem of topology aware mapping can be stated as follows: Given a object communication graph and a processor topology graph, how can we map the first graph onto the second such that most messages travel a small number of hops (links) on the network. The aim is to
minimize the total *hop-bytes* for an application which signifies a reduction in communication traffic and hence contention on the network. The definitions of the terms in the previous problem statement are as follows:

**Object Communication Graph** Objects refer to the communicating entities in a parallel program. For example, in the case of MPI, these would be MPI ranks and in CHARM++, they would share array elements. Objects in a parallel program communicate and define a directed graph with objects as the vertices and a edges between objects representing communication. Weights on the edges represent the number of bytes communicated.

**Processor Topology Graph** The processors in a parallel machine are connected in a certain topology. It can be a three-dimensional torus or mesh such as in IBM Blue Gene and Cray XT machines or a tree-based network such as in Infiniband clusters. The connections between processors define the processor topology graph.

**Hops** The number of network links a messages travels to reach from the source to destination.

**Hop-bytes** Communication traffic is quantified by the *hop-bytes* metric which is the weighted sum of the messages sizes where the weights are the number of hops traveled by the respective messages. Reducing the total hop-bytes for an application signifies a reduction in the communication traffic on the network.

The object communication graph and the corresponding processor topology graph determine the patterns we should use to solve the problem of topology aware mapping. Thus, the mapping algorithm needs to first obtain both graphs before the actual mapping can be done.

Most of the patterns described below assume that the processor topology is a 3D torus or mesh network. For such networks, it is relatively easy to obtain the processor topology graph through system calls.

Obtaining the object communication graph is harder – if the communication graph is static, we rely on the application writer’s knowledge for the particular application. If the communication graph is dynamic, we must use runtime instrumentation to gather the communication graph. And if runtime instrumentation is not possible, we need to perform a test run of the program under typical conditions, collect information about its communication patterns and use this collected information to guide the mapping for subsequent executions.

We now describe a pattern language which helps a parallel programmer choose the solution for topology aware mapping depending on the configuration of the object communication graph and the processor topology graph. Our pattern language represents a progression from simpler patterns to more advanced ones. A simpler pattern is not only easier to understand and implement but also provides more predictability in improvements by taking advantage of the static nature of the problem. More advanced patterns are harder to implement but are useful if the nature of the problem is more dynamic and unpredictable.
3.1 Static Regular Communication

Problem: How do we map a group of objects with regular/structured communication patterns?

Context: A wide range of parallel applications have fairly regular communication patterns [8, 9, 10]. In some cases, the communication is in a single dimension where processor 0 communicates with 1, processor 1 with 2 and so on. In other cases, there is a two-dimensional array of objects and each object communicates with its immediate neighbors in the four directions (up, down, left, right). This pattern is seen in a stencil computation where the value of each element in an array is updated to the average of the values of four elements surrounding it and itself.

For such applications, the communication is easily defined as a function of the indices of the objects and there are relatively few cross dependencies which makes mapping relatively easier.

Forces: The main constraint for this pattern is that the communication graph should be expressible as an n-dimensional array of objects with structured communication. There are a few factors which affect the choice of the mapping algorithm to be used. The first is the dimensionality of the object graph (if it is a line or a 2D or 3D grid). The second factor is the size of each dimension and if it matches the dimensions of the processor graph or not. The cardinality of the object and processor graph also affect the mapping decisions.

Solution: Given that the communication is structured and with neighbors whose indices are close to one’s indices, the solution is to embed the object graph onto the processor graph so that objects with similar indices are on nearby processors.

First, check the cardinality of the object graph. If the number of objects is more than the number of processors, then we need to place multiple objects on each processor ensuring load balance. If the number of objects is not exactly divisible by the number of processors, it is always advisable to place less number of objects on a few processors than placing more
number of objects on a them. For example, if we have to place 100 objects on 8 processors, we
could place 12 objects on 7 processors and 16 objects on one processor. Alternatively, we
could place 13 objects on 7 processors and 9 objects on one. Since the speed of a parallel
program is decided by the slowest processor i.e. the one with the most objects, the second
choice is a better one.

Once the number of objects on each processor is decided and objects have been divided
into blocks, we need to decide how to place these blocks on the processors. If we have a 1D
or 2D array of objects, we fold one or two of the dimensions of the object graph and map it
on the 3D torus. In the case of a 3D object graph, the embedding is simpler. This is simple
if the dimensions of the object graph match the dimensions of the processor graph. If not,
then a careful matching of similar sized dimensions between the object and the processor
graph is required.

Since we know the object communication graph and processor topology graph, the mapping
can be done once and will not change as the application executes.

Examples: Matrix algorithms such as multiplication, stencil computation in 1D, 2D or 3D,
structured mesh computation are examples where this pattern works well.

The three-dimensional matrix multiplication algorithm [11] creates a 3D virtual topology
of objects. The communication in this algorithm is perpendicular to the planes of the 3D
array of objects. Using the techniques described above, we can map its object graph to a
machine with a 3D torus or a mesh.

In a structured mesh computation application (MILC is one such example [8]), we gen-
erally have a 2D or 3D array of objects which need to be mapped on to the machine.
Communication is near-neighbor and hence, the only consideration is to keep objects which
are near each other in the array on processors which are nearby. In the case of MILC, we
use the embedding of a 4D graph on to a 3D graph.

3.2 Static Irregular Communication

Problem: How do we map an object communication graph which is static but has irregular
communication patterns?

Context: For some parallel applications, the object communication graph is irregular – it does not
match any identifiable patterns. Objects which communicate with one another do not have any
relationship with respect to their place in the data structures used to represent them.

For example, consider an unstructured mesh used in representing the surface of a solid (Fig-
ure 4). The mesh is represented as a collection of triangle elements and each triangle element stores
a list of its neighbors. Similarly each node in the mesh stores a list of all the triangle elements which share this node. The number of neighbors
each triangle or node has is unbounded and each can potentially communicate with a lot of

Figure 4: Example of an Unstructured Mesh
neighbors and **not** just with 4 neighbors like the case of structured grid.

**Forces:** Any given object might communicate with any number of objects in the communication graph. This would create opposing forces wherein mapping in a certain fashion favors some communication arcs but penalizes others. In essence, finding the optimal solution for mapping is hard. It has been proven that the general mapping problem can be reduced to the graph isomorphism problem which is NP-hard [12, 13]. Heuristic techniques can be used for the regular pattern also but they might not perform as good as embedding techniques.

**Solution:** In the case of irregular communication, use heuristic techniques to generate a solution which is close to optimal. For example in the case of a mesh application, we can apply a simple heuristic of placing an element in the mesh and then attempting to place all its neighbors on processors around it, ensuring load balance. Once all its neighbors are placed, we pick one of the neighbors and try to place its neighbors around it. The choice of which node to start with and which neighbor to pick when mapping the second level and so on depends on the exact problem. Depending on the application, we might have to try several heuristics before we find a good solution.

Since we *know* the object communication graph and processor topology graph the mapping can be done once and will not change as the application executes.

**Example:** A variety of scientific applications which use unstructured meshes for their computation fall in this category. The photo transport code UMT [14] and Explicit Finite Element codes such as [15] and [16] are good examples. For unstructured mesh codes, one possible heuristic is described above where we start with one element in the mesh, place its neighbors around it and continue this with the neighbors. Another possible solution would be to create a space filling curve [17] from the mesh elements which will linearize the objects. We would then place this linear curve by folding in onto the 3D processor graph. The expectation is that mesh elements which are spatially close to one another will also be close on the space filling curve.

### 3.3 Dynamic Communication

**Problem:** How do we map an object communication graph which changes at runtime as the application progresses?

**Context:** For some applications such as molecular dynamics, as the simulation proceeds, particles move from one processor to another to support dynamic load balancing. Particles that used to communicate with one another now need to communicate through a proxy and the actual object that the proxy points to might have been moved to a different, further location. In other words, the communication graph changes significantly.

In this case, a static mapping done once at the beginning of the application is *not* sufficient.

**Forces:** In the first two patterns, since the communication graph was static, we relied on the application writer’s knowledge of the graph. If the graph changes at runtime, we need to find an automatic solution to obtain the communication graph. **CHARM++** provides a
load balancing framework to instrument the code at runtime which can be used to provide this information [18].

Unfortunately this dynamic instrumentation is not supported on all platforms. For instance, MPI does not provide this facility. Thus, the only solution requires obtaining this data in a test run and then use that data to do the mapping.

**Solution:** When the object communication graph is dynamic, use the technique of dynamic load balancing at runtime instead of initial static mapping.

The dynamic load balancing has to consider the changing topology of the problem, capture a snapshot of that change, and use the information in the snapshot to reassign objects to processors.

Different load balancing techniques should be used depending on the problem:

- If the communication graph does not vary significantly as the application progresses, a simple refinement scheme might be good where we move a few objects around to account for the change in computational and communicational loads.

- If the changes in load are drastic, it might take more work to refine the topology. In that case it is better to reassign all the objects and hence do a fresh mapping of all objects all over again.

A combination of refinement and re-mapping from scratch can be done based on the degree of change for each snapshot.

The techniques for performing the actual mapping algorithm for a particular snapshot are similar to the ones used in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Depending on whether the object graph is regular or irregular we use folding/embedding or heuristic techniques.

**Example:** Various parallel applications have dynamic communication patterns: structured mesh computation codes with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) such as FLASH [19], Molecular Dynamics codes such as NAMD [20] and Barnes-Hut [21] codes such as ChaNGa [22]. We discussed some techniques for mapping mesh codes in the previous section. We can use similar techniques in every load balancing phase after refinement occurs (Figure 5).

As a second example of this pattern, we will discuss the mapping in a molecular dynamics code. The communication pattern in NAMD involves multicastrs from one set of objects called *patches* to another set called *computes*. Every patch does a multicast to some computes and each compute receives a message from two patches. The patches are statically assigned to
the processor graph initially. Since each compute communicates with two patches, we want to place it close to its communicators. A simple heuristic is used for this: a compute is placed within a 3D box defined by the two processors which host the compute’s communicators. The number of hops from the two processors to any processor within the box is the same (Figure 6). For further details, refer to [23].

3.4 Applications with Multiple Object Graphs

**Problem/Context:** How do we map an application which has multiple arrays of objects communicating within themselves and with one another?

**Context:** The three patterns described in the previous sections cover the communication graphs for many common parallel applications and should be sufficient for most programmers’ needs. This particular pattern addresses a more complex problem.

All patterns we discussed above have a single object communication graph. For some applications, especially in those written in Charm++, it is possible to have multiple object graphs at different levels. These graphs have communication among their own internal nodes and with one another. This increases the complexity of the mapping problem manifold because there are now many more factors to consider for doing the mapping.

Unfortunately, simply considering the top level object communication graph and ignoring the internal object communication graphs does **not** always improve performance.

**Forces:** This pattern should be used when there are multiple object graphs with strong dependencies between them. As mentioned in the previous section, NAMD has two object graphs (patches and computes) but the communication between patches is limited. So, in that case we simplify the situation by mapping the patches first statically and then mapping the computes around them. Hence, in some cases it might be possible to simplify the situation by mapping one object graph statically and placing the other object graph based on the first.

**Solution:** When there are multiple object graphs, the first step is to understand the various communication graphs for the application and dependencies across them. Graphs which have weaker dependencies can be mapped independently. For graphs with strong communication dependencies, they need to be considered **together** when mapping each of those graphs. For these graphs, it is important to identify which graph depends on which other graph and then map them in order.

**Example:** OpenAtom [6], which was introduced in Section 2 has a fairly involved communication. There are fifteen *chara* arrays each of which is an object graph (eight of them are shown in Figure 7). We first decide which object graphs create maximum contention...
and which of those can be mapped independently. The GSpace, RSpace and PairCalculator graphs have closely-tied communication and the RhoR and other density objects communicate closely with RSpace. Hence we first map GSpace and then map RSpace and PairCalculators based on the GSpace mapping. Once this group has been mapped, we map the RhoR and density objects according to the RSpace mapping. For details on the mapping algorithm, please refer to [24].

3.5 Arbitrary Object and Processor Graphs

**Problem:** How do we map an object graph onto a processor graph when both graphs are irregular?

**Context:** The four patterns discussed above assumed a three-dimensional torus or mesh topology which is found in some of the prevalent supercomputers today. But there are other supercomputers with topologies such as a fat-tree or Kautz graph or something else. When we consider this general case where the processor topology can be one of the many possible options, the mapping problem becomes even harder. Most research on mapping in the past has focused on specific processor topologies such as mesh networks [4, 5, 25] or hypercubes [13, 26, 27] or other topologies.

**Forces:** When both the communication graph and the processor graph are arbitrary and we do not have any specific information to help our mapping decisions, it is hard to find optimal solutions. Also, it is hard to find solutions which will do a good mapping when the application is run on different topologies.

**Solution:** The solution in this case is to use heuristics to arrive at a solution which is close to optimal. Various techniques have been discussed in the literature for this most general case ranging from physical optimization techniques to heuristic approaches. Physical optimization techniques involve simulated annealing [26, 28], graph contraction [29, 30] and genetic algorithms [31]. Physical optimization techniques take a long time to arrive at the solution and hence cannot be used for a time-efficient mapping during runtime. They are almost never used in practice. Heuristic techniques such as pairwise exchanges [13] and recursive mincut bipartitioning [27] were theoretical studies with no real results on machines. Most of the recent work has been focused on specific applications and use of one
of the patterns in the previous sections for the solution.

**Example:** Much work was done in the 80s on embedding an arbitrary object graph on a processor graph [13, 26, 29, 31]. Most of this work is theoretical and has not been tried on science applications running on real machines. It is always beneficial to use application-specific information to assist the mapping algorithm in arriving at a better solution.

## 4 Conclusion

This paper presents a pattern language for optimizing communication in parallel applications running on large supercomputers using the technique of topology aware mapping. Which pattern to use depends on the object communication graph of the application and processor topology graph of the machine. We present our patterns in increasing order of difficulty for doing the mapping. Nonetheless, a harder pattern does not always guarantee better results; in fact, using a simpler pattern might actually lead to better results since the mapping is more predictable and easier to arrange statically. Use advanced patterns only when the dynamic nature of the communication and topology graphs precludes using the simpler patterns.
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